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Note:.Install alarm in the position out of easy reaching.

Connection Setting Management(Learn Code)
A. Connection setting :
under disarm mode with the batteries, press both the learn code button 4

behind the MH804 and the

“learn code” button 3 on the remote controller (KF801) for 3 seconds, when MH804 " Beep” for twice
then release button, LED will flash 3times to confirm the connection set successfully.

B. Connection Clearing:
Press and hold the learn code button behind MH804, and then reset the battery. when MH804 “beep”

Batteries Installation
It can be used Alkaline battery（not include）and the insert Lithium battery to supply the power for
MH804.
01: selector switch is pushed at upper position that choose the Lithium battery to supply the
power;which charging the power by the solar panel,no need any other batteries ,when used in outdoor.
02: selector switch is pushed at down position that choose the Alkaline battery to supply the power for
indoor use .
Battery compartment is accessed from the rear of alarm by removing screw from the base of alarm and
lifting the battery cover. Insert four pieces ‘AA’ alkaline batteries(not included) following battery

for 3 times, release the button, connection code have been cleared successfully

Operating the Alarm
Arming the Unit: Press ‘ARM’ button on the paired remote control to arm the alarm or receive the
arming signal from paired alarm to arm the alarm, MH804 will make a beep sound when it arms，After
30 seconds, if the alarm receive the triggered signal,it will siren .
Disarming the Unit: When entering the protecting area,You have 5 seconds to press ‘CLR’ button
on the paired remote control to disarm the alarm or receive the disarming signal from paired alarm to
disarm the alarm,MH804 will make a beep sound when it disarms.

polarity in battery compartment as shown(6). When the last battery is inserted the alarm makes a ‘beep’
sound and LED flashes one time to indicate batteries are installed properly,battery indicator light will
illuminate and make beep sound when batteries need replacing.
Note:
1:If the an-tamper switch(3) of the alarm is triggered, alarm will siren immediately and last for 3

Battery Precaution


polarity may cause damage to unit.

minutes, and siren can’t be stopped except removing batteries .



Installing Alarm



Select the desired location(make sure solar panel can be shined straight), remove the rear
cover and fix it to the wall using screws supplied. The alarm body can be snapped into the
rear cover and secured using screw at the base of alarm.

Install appropriate size and polarity alkaline batteries into battery compartment. Incorrect
Do not mix the different type of battery such as Alkaline and Carbon-zinc or old batteries
with new, do not recharge batteries they are not intended to be recharged.
Do not casually throw the battery after powerless. For the environment protect purpose,
please follow the local regulation to deal with them.

 If not use for long period time, remove battery to prevent possible battery leakage.

